How does Contraseña meaningfully engage students in Spanish
language and culture?
In Contraseña, students start each unit with a goal in mind: the completion of the unit Proyecto, which assesses the unit learning
objectives in an applied, relevant context. Each individual activity, communicative exercise, digital text, and additional practice
leading up to the Proyecto was designed specifically to ensure that students can learn all of the language structures, vocabulary,
and cultural understanding they need in order reach that goal. Because students know from the outset exactly how the language
they learn in every unit will be applied, they can engage more meaningfully in the important work each step of the way.

Here’s how a student would work through Unit 8: ¿Qué comiste ayer?
Put assignments in a real-world
context

3

Every unit begins with clearly stated goals that will be
measured by students’ completing a real-world, endof-unit project that is relevant to their lives. Successful
completion of the project is evidence that students have
mastered the key learning objectives. In Unit 8, students
will learn how to talk about foods and eating habits,
culminating with a final project to submit a video of
themselves describing a meal they made or ate. Putting
language to use in a project makes each component
of the unit–which follows a “present, practice,
communicate, and assess” scaffolding–more meaningful
and cohesive.

Z

Interact with an engaging digital text

Students interact with an audio, video, or written digital
text, increasing the variety and quality of the Spanish
language input. In Unit 8, students watch a video about a
multicultural meal-kit delivery service, and they will later
use the food descriptions featured in this video as a model
for their final Proyecto. In these texts, students see the
vocabulary and grammar that they will study in this unit in a
very strong context.
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Learn and practice grammar and
vocabulary before class

3

Students watch engaging tutorials, videos, and animations
to learn the language and then put that instruction into
practice with ample activities specifically designed for
learning in the digital environment. Additional practice
activities provide students with immediate feedback to
prepare them to use the language actively in class, and
instructors can easily see which concepts students are
struggling with to tailor class interactions at critical points.
Thus, having prepared and practiced outside of class,
students are ready to interact and collaborate with peers
in class activities developed to support their language
practice.

Practice speaking and listening to Spanish in pairs or as a
group (face to face, hybrid, or fully online)

3

Each unit offers on average 20 Conversar activities that facilitate communication,
providing a new assessment opportunity for communicative activities. These
mobile-first activities build on the work done independently by students and
can be used in class for group work or online to facilitate communication and
engagement in online or hybrid classes. The Conversar activities in Unit 8 ask
students to talk about food in different ways, preparing them for their final
Proyecto.

Z Read about and research culture in the Spanishspeaking world
Inquiry-based cultural exploration, rather than limited information contained
in an expensive, printed textbook, drives students to think beyond their own
immediate surroundings and personal experience and encourages them to
begin creating new understandings of how their cultural beliefs fit into the larger world around them. In this unit, students learn about comfort
foods typical in Spain, Peru, Puerto Rico, and The United States, and then they select another country to research on their own. An in-class or
online Conversar activity uses this research to build a broad view of the Spanish-speaking world.

Z

Demonstrate their understanding in a final unit project

Everything the students have done up until this point has prepared them to use
Spanish in meaningful, real-life contexts. Here, students submit a final project,
alternating between oral and written, and the ePortfolio system (LingroFolio)
makes it easy to create and submit written, video, and audio Proyectos right from
the assignment screen. In Unit 8, students will record a video of themselves
describing a meal. Students then complete their Proyecto by reviewing and
commenting on their classmates’ work and then by reflecting on the comments
that they receive.
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